Monitoring of balloon test occlusion of the internal carotid artery by parametric color coding and perfusion imaging within the angio suite: first results.
Temporary balloon test occlusion (BTO) might be performed prior to procedures in which occlusion of the internal carotid artery (ICA) might be necessary. We tested the hypothesis that parametric color coding (PCC) of angiographic series (digital subtraction angiography (DSA)) along with the assessment of cerebral blood volume (CBV) in the angiography suite would simplify and enhance the identification of candidates who are most likely to tolerate occlusion. Fifteen patients underwent angiographic series (DSA) and perfusion imaging before and during BTO. Pre- and postocclusion DSA acquisitions were evaluated for venous delay by conventional methods ("eye balling") and by PCC measurements. Comparison of CBV values between the left and right hemisphere in 6 defined regions was performed. Values of venous delay by eye balling and PCC showed a high correlation (r = 0.87, p < 0.01). Bland-Altman plot indicated slightly lower values (-0.05 s) by the PCC method. One of the 15 patients developed an asymmetrical CBV map with an increase in CBV of more than one standard deviation in 3 of the 6 regions of interest (ROIs). Acquisition of angiographic series and perfusion imaging did not prolong the test occlusion time. PCC and CBV mapping are feasible during BTO. The use of PCC seems to simplify the ability to measure changes in venous filling delay. Perfusion imaging may show an increase in CBV in patients reaching the limits of cerebral autoregulation. These patients may be at risk for delayed infarction, even though they seem to tolerate temporary occlusion, and could be unsuitable candidates for permanent ICA occlusion.